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A B S T R A C T   

In this work, we utilize a low-temperature non-equilibrium plasma to nucleate and grow sub-10 nm Si particles 
with varying degrees of crystallinity by tuning the level of power coupled into plasma discharge. Temperature- 
programmed desorption spectroscopy shows that as-prepared amorphous Si nanoparticles (a-nSi) incorporate 
more hydrogen than crystalline Si nanoparticles (c-nSi). Further, hydrogen is incorporated in the material in the 
form of higher silicon hydrides with a lower desorption temperature. Combustion cell measurements show that 
when formulated with KClO4, a-nSi outperforms its crystalline counterpart with respect to pressure output. The 
pressurization rate of a-nSi/KClO4 composite increases by a factor of six compared with nAl to 0.66 MPa⋅μs− 1. 
Evidence of hydrogen release (~730 K) from Temperature-jump time-of-flight mass spectrometry (T-Jump 
TOFMS) of a-nSi/KClO4 suggests the creation of Si dangling bonds prior to ignition (~820 K), which then react 
exothermically with oxygen liberated from KClO4, leading to ignition. Explosive reaction of H2/O2 mixture likely 
contributes to the rapid pressure rise. The enhanced energetic performance of hydrogenated a-nSi compared to 
its crystalline counterpart suggests that incorporation of hydrogen is a promising strategy for improving the 
performance of nanoenergetic materials.   

1. Introduction 

Silicon is a versatile material that has demonstrated promising ap-
plications in many areas, with nanoenergetics receiving some consid-
eration [1–5]. Nanoenergetics, including nanothermites, are 
nanostructures that can undergo rapid and highly exothermic reactions. 
Si is thermodynamically a good candidate fuel with a gravimetric and 
volumetric energy density of 32.4 kJ⋅g− 1 and 75.5 kJ⋅cm− 3, respec-
tively, on par with Al (31.1 kJ⋅g− 1 and 83.8 kJ⋅cm− 3), a benchmark for 
metal fuels [6]. Recent interest in Si-based nanoenergetic materials 
mainly lies in porous silicon (PS) films as a result of their extremely 
violent propagation and compatibility with on-chip integration [7–10]. 
Various oxidizers including perchlorates and nitrates have been used to 
impregnate the pores of PS to form energetic composites [11]. The flame 
propagation rate of PS-NaClO4 composite was reported to be ~ 3050 m/ 
s, exceeding the highest flame velocity of aluminum-based nano-
thermites by ~ 500 m/s [12]. The extraordinarily high combustion 
velocity of PS composites has been attributed to their enormous 
hydrogen-terminated surface (up to 910 m2 g− 1) [12]. Research on the 

reactive properties of Si was further extended to free standing silicon 
nanoparticles, which prove to be significantly more reactive than micro- 
sized Si particles owing to reduced diffusion length scale and large 
surface area [13]. Crystalline Si nanotubes and nanowires were found to 
have reduced electrostatic discharge sensitivity, but their combustion 
velocity was also lower than aluminum-based nanothermites [14]. 
Through thermochemical calculations and experimental results, Mason 
et al. [15] showed that the burn rate of nSi-based energetic composites is 
strongly dependent on the equivalence ratio and oxidizer used. 
Recently, Si quantum dots prepared by fracturing porous silicon films 
were shown to retain the critical combustion properties of porous silicon 
[16]. As an additive, nSi was also shown to lower the ignition temper-
ature and enhance the combustion performance of aluminum-based 
energetic composites [17,18]. 

Despite being in different forms, previously studied nanoenergetic Si 
is invariably crystalline. Its non-crystalline counterpart, amorphous Si 
(a-Si), has yet to be investigated because of a lack of synthesis tech-
niques that can easily produce this material in nanoparticle form. a-Si 
lacks a periodically arranged atomic structure and is characterized by 
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the presence of dangling bonds among other defects. In most cases 
where silane is used as a precursor, plasma-synthesized a-Si nano-
particles are also hydrogenated via the incorporation of H atoms in the 
discharge. This feature resembles the H-terminated surface of PS, mak-
ing a-Si nanoparticles a promising candidate for nanoenergetic appli-
cations. In addition, previous works on nanoenergetic Si mainly studied 
the effects of particle size, pore size, surface area, porosity, formulation, 
etc. on energetic performance, but the influence of silicon crystallinity 
has yet been reported. 

In this work, we systematically investigate the energetic character-
istics of Si nanoparticles (nSi) with emphasis on its amorphous form. A 
non-thermal plasma method was used to prepare uniform sub-10 nm Si 
particles [19]. In particular, we leverage the capability of this approach 
to control the degree of crystallinity of the particles by changing the 
level of the power coupled into the plasma discharge [20]. Compre-
hensive characterizations were carried out to reveal the differences in 
physicochemical properties between amorphous and crystalline nSi. The 
energetic characteristics of nSi when reacting with KClO4 were evalu-
ated using a combustion cell. The results indicate that there is a corre-
lation between the energetic performance and the hydrogen content of 
nanostructured Si. a-nSi composites show significantly higher pressuri-
zation rate than their crystalline counterparts, presumably because of an 
explosive reaction of H2/O2 mixture. Evidence of in situ release of 
hydrogen obtained from Temperature-jump time-of-flight mass spec-
trometry (T-Jump TOFMS) suggests that highly reactive Si dangling 
bonds are created by hydrogen desorption before ignition. A reaction 
mechanism is proposed based on the characterization results, which 
implies that hydrogen plays a dual role in enhancing the energetic 
performance of hydrogenated a-nSi. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

Aluminum nanopowder (nAl, ~80 nm, 81% active mass) was pur-
chased from Novacentrix. Potassium perchlorate (KClO4) microparticles 
(~1 μm; see Figure S1) were prepared via aerosol spray pyrolysis at 423 
K using commercial KClO4 (Sigma Aldrich) as previously reported [21]. 

2.2. Plasma synthesis of nSi particles 

Silicon nanoparticles were synthesized using silane precursor with a 
nonthermal plasma reactor as illustrated in Figure S2. The system 
comprised a 1′′ quartz tube and two copper ring electrodes. The first 
electrode was connected to a radiofrequency power supply, and the 
second electrode was grounded. 200 sccm of an Argon-silane mixture 
(1.36% SiH4 in Ar) was flown in the rector while the pressure was 
maintained at 465 Pa. nSi particles were produced using three different 
plasma powers: 10 W, 20 W and 50 W. The particles were collected 
downstream of the plasma volume by filtering. 

2.3. Characterizations of nSi particles 

The distribution, average and standard deviation of the particle 
diameter were characterized via transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) (FEI Tecnai12 microscope; accelerating voltage of 200 kV) by 
measuring an ensemble of 100 nanoparticles using ImageJ software. The 
hydrogen surface termination of the synthesized nSi particles was 
characterized with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer in 
ATR configuration (Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50-FTIR). An environ-
mental chamber was used to perform FTIR measurement in diffuse 
reflectance as a function of temperature (Harrick Scientific Products: 
Praying Mantis Diffuse Reflection Accessory and Praying Mantis High 
Temperature Reaction Chamber HVC-DRM-5; temperature range: 100 
◦C-900 ◦C). 

The hydrogen content of nSi particles was measured with the thermal 

desorption spectroscopy (TDS) system depicted in Figure S3a. 50–60 mg 
of nSi particles were loaded into an alumina combustion boat and placed 
at the center of a furnace. A flow of 10 sccm of Argon gas was introduced 
in the system and maintained at a static pressure of 65 Pa. The tem-
perature of the furnace was ramped from 25 ◦C to 1000 ◦C to induce 
thermal desorption of hydrogen from the material (constant heating rate 
of 4 ◦C min− 1). This was monitored by sampling through a 50 μm orifice, 
into a turbo-pumped stage onto which a residual gas analyzer (RGA) is 
mounted. 

The contribution to the hydrogen signal at amu = 2 from the frag-
mentation of water was accounted for by first measuring the water 
signal at room temperature and recording the ratio between the signal at 
amu = 18 and amu = 2. This allows the removal of any contribution 
from water to the amu = 2 signal, summarized by the equation below. 

PH2, (T) = amu2(T) − amu18(T)*
(

amu2(25◦ C)

amu18(25◦ C)

)

PH2 (T) was normalized to the Argon signal at amu = 40 (PAr), a 
stable reference during the measurement, as described by the following 
equation. 

H2 signal = PH2 (T)/PAr(T)

As depicted in Figure S3b, the value of the H2 signal (T) shows a 
linear dependence on the hydrogen flow. The area under the H2 signal 
(T) is therefore directly proportional to the amount of hydrogen released 
by the nSi sample during the annealing process (see Figure S3c). In order 
to enable a quantitative analysis of the hydrogen storage capacity of the 
material, the TDS was calibrated using 6 mg of LiAlH4 (see Figure S3d; 
the material contains 10% hydrogen content by weight). In the figures 
reported in the manuscript the H2 signal (T) is normalized to the weight 
of the silicon powder used in the measurement. 

2.4. Combustion cell characterizations of nSi/KClO4 composites 

Stoichiometric mixtures of nSi and KClO4 particles were first 
dispersed in hexane and sonicated for 30 min. The suspension was then 
dried in air following which 25 mg of the prepared powder mixture was 
placed in a constant-volume (~20 cm3) combustion cell [22], and 
ignited with a joule heated nichrome coil. The combustion cell was 
coupled with a high frequency pressure transducer (PCB Piezo-
electronics) and a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu) to collect tem-
poral pressure and optical signals, respectively. The pressure and optical 
signals were recorded simultaneously by an oscilloscope. The flame 
temperature measurement is detailed in the work by Jacob et al. [18] 
Briefly, the light emitted from the reaction is collected with an optical 
fiber, to a spectrometer (Acton SP 500i) coupled with a 32-channel 
photomultiplier (Hamamatsu, H7260) and a data acquisition system 
(Vertilon IQSP580). The collected spectral data was linearized according 
to Wein’s law under grey body assumption. It was then plotted against 
the wavelength and the temperature was calculated by linear fitting. 

2.5. Temperature-jump time resolved mass spectrometry and high-speed 
imaging 

Temperature-jump time-of-flight mass spectrometry (T-Jump 
TOFMS) [23,24] was used to investigate Si/KClO4 reaction at high 
heating rates. For a typical measurement, the sample powder was 
dispersed in hexane via sonication, and coated on a ~ 1 cm platinum 
wire (d = 76 μm) with a micropipette. During the measurement, the Pt 
wire was resistively heated to ~ 1400 K at ~ 105 K/s, and time resolved 
mass spectra were collected every 100 μs. The temperature of the wire 
can be determined by Callendar–Van Dusen equation from the I-V curve 
of the wire recorded by an oscilloscope. The ignition event was captured 
by a Vision Research Phantom v12.0 digital camera (frame rate =
100000 fps, exposure = 9.57 μs) from the observation window to 
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determine the ignition time. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterizations of nSi particles 

In the present study, three different nSi particles were synthesized at 
plasma powers of 10 W, 20 W and 50 W, respectively. Particles formed 
in a non-thermal plasma are typically negatively charged, which reduces 
agglomeration and coalescence [25]. As a result, particles of ultra-small 
size and narrow size distribution can be prepared. Fig. 1a-c depicts TEM 
characterization of these materials. The 10 W-nSi and 20 W-nSi appear 
to be particles with quasi-spherical morphology while the 50 W-nSi 
comprises spherical particles. High resolution TEM of 10 W-nSi 
(Figure S4) shows no sign of crystal ordering, as confirmed by the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT). The particle size distributions of the three 
materials are shown in Fig. 1d-f. The average particle size of 10 W, 20 W 
and 50 W-nSi is 6.2 nm ± 1 nm, 6.0 nm ± 1 nm and 7.5 nm ± 1.5 nm, 
respectively. The nano-sized particles clearly offer a large surface area as 
determined by BET measurements (Table 1). 

The crystallinity of nSi particles was characterized by XRD. As shown 
in Fig. 2a, 50 W-nSi exhibits pronounced peaks that can be indexed to 
(111), (220) and (311) planes of Si. By contrast, the 20 W-nSi and 10 
W-nSi only show very broad features expected for amorphous silicon 
[20]. The broadening and weakening of the peaks suggest that the 
crystallinity of nSi decreases with reduced plasma power [20,26]. 

As previously mentioned, Si particles prepared from silane usually 
contain hydrogen. FTIR spectra (Figure S5) confirm that all the nSi 
particles incorporate silicon hydrides as evidenced by the peaks in SiHx 
(x = 1,2,3) stretching region [27]. Fig. 2b shows an example spectrum of 
10 W-nSi, with a prominent peak around 2100 cm− 1, and a doublet 
around 900 cm− 1. The peak around 2100 cm− 1 is attributed to SiHx 

stretching modes [27]. The deconvoluted SiHx stretching region using 
Gaussian line shapes (Fig. 2b inset) shows contributions from SiH 
(~2091 cm− 1), SiH2 (~2113 cm− 1) and SiH3 (~2143 cm− 1) [28]. The 
doublet around 900 cm− 1 is associated with the bending and wagging 
deformation modes of SiH2 and SiH3 [29]. Moreover, the absence of bulk 
SiH stretching vibration absorption band at ~ 2000 cm− 1 suggests that 
most hydrides are on the surface of nSi particles [30]. 

Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) was performed to study the 
evolution of hydrogen and quantify the hydrogen content in nSi parti-
cles. As shown in Fig. 2c, hydrogen signals of all three samples are 
composed of a principal peak and a smaller shoulder. To obtain accurate 
peak parameters, Gaussian deconvolution of the signals (dashed lines in 
Fig. 2c and Figure S6) are shown. The principal peak of 50 W c-nSi is 
centered around 377 ◦C and the associated shoulder is centered around 
450 ◦C. For a-nSi samples, both peaks shift to slightly lower tempera-
tures. A combined TDS and FTIR study by Rivolo et al. [31] showed a 
similar desorption behavior in hydrogenated silicon. Their results indi-
cated that the principal peak corresponds to H2 desorption from SiH2/ 
SiH3, and the shoulder corresponds to H2 desorption from SiH. This 
temperature dependent evolution of hydrogen was verified by per-
forming in-situ FTIR measurements as a function of temperature 
(Figure S7). Based on the above information, hydrogen content was 
estimated quantitatively by integration of the deconvoluted TDS signals, 
yielding hydrogen atomic percentages of 33%, 26% and 17% for 10 W, 
20 W and 50 W-nSi, respectively. By comparing the integrated peak 
areas of the two isolated peaks, the amount of hydrogen desorbed from 
monohydride and higher hydride species was also determined. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 2d. It is clear that total hydrogen content de-
creases as the sample becomes more crystalline, mainly because of less 
SiH2 and SiH3 surface moieties compared to SiH. This is likely due to the 
higher temperature related to the formation of more crystalline nSi 
particles in the plasma environment [25]. The material crystallization 
mechanism in the plasma reactor is driven by energetic surface reactions 
that bring the particle temperature above the crystallization threshold 
[32]. On the other hand, for amorphous materials such as 10 W-nSi and 
20 W-nSi, the plasma power level is too low for particle-heating to 
induce crystallization [25]. 

Simultaneous thermalgravimetric analysis and differential scanning 
calorimetry (TGA/DSC) was used to study the thermal oxidation of nSi 
particles. Measurements were performed from room temperature to 
1000 ◦C at a ramp rate of 20 ◦C min− 1 in O2 atmosphere. The active 

Fig. 1. TEM images of (a) 10 W, (b) 20 W and (c) 50 W-nSi. Size distributions of (d) 10 W, (e) 20 W and (f) 50 W-nSi obtained from TEM.  

Table 1 
Summary of chemical and physical characteristics of nSi particles.  

Plasma 
power (W) 

Silicon 
Phase 

Particle size 
(nm) 

SSABET 

(m2⋅g− 1) 
Active content 
(wt %) 

10 Amorphous 6.2 ± 1  448.9  82.5 
20 Amorphous 6.0 ± 1  454.5  81.6 
50 Crystalline 7.5 ± 1.5  299.4  87.7  
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content of nSi particles (Table 1) was obtained from the mass increase in 
TGA after complete oxidation. As shown in Fig. 3a, both the onset and 
completion temperatures of nSi oxidation follow the order 10 W < 20 W 
< 50 W, indicating that a-nSi is more susceptible to oxidation than c-Si. 
DSC signals in Fig. 3b also show a unique pattern for each nSi sample. 10 
W and 20 W a-nSi show a major exothermic peak at around 195 ◦C and 
240 ◦C, respectively. By contrast, 50 W c-nSi shows a moderate 
exothermic peak at ~ 300 ◦C and a major exothermic peak at ~ 800 ◦C. 
The classic linear-parabolic model proposed by Deal and Grove 

describes very well the thermal oxidation of thick silicon films [33]. 
However, it does not account for oxide growth in the thin film regime of 
hundreds of angstroms [34]. Liao et al. [35] reported two regimes of 
thermal oxidation of plasma-synthesized c-Si nanoparticles. The first 
regime is the fast oxidation of the surface via direct contact with oxygen. 
After surface oxidation, an oxide layer which hinders oxygen diffusion 
will form, and oxidation becomes diffusion limited. The second regime is 
the diffusion-controlled growth of the oxide layer at elevated tempera-
ture. This description matches the oxidation pattern of 50 W-nSi that is 

Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns of 10 W, 20 W and 50 W-nSi. The broadening and weakening of the peaks indicate decreased crystallinity. (b) FTIR spectrum of 10 W-nSi 
showing SiHx stretching region near 2100 cm− 1 and SiH2/SiH3 deformation region near 900 cm− 1. Inset: SiHx stretching region deconvoluted using Gaussian line 
shapes. (c) TDS spectra of 10 W, 20 W and 50 W-nSi. The principal peak and the shoulder peak correspond to hydrogen desorption from higher hydrides and 
monohydride, respectively. Gaussian deconvolution of the 50 W-nSi spectrum is shown as dashed lines. (d) Hydrogen content of different nSi and its composition. The 
difference in hydrogen content among nSi samples mainly lies in higher hydride species. 

Fig. 3. Mass change and corresponding DSC signals of nSi measured in O2 at 20 K min− 1. a-nSi shows higher oxidation rate and a major exothermic peak at low 
temperature. 
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also crystalline. However, for 10 W and 20 W a-nSi samples, oxidation 
seems to occur mainly in the first regime and the second regime at 
elevated temperature is missing. The low temperature oxidation regime 
is likely related to the backbond oxidation of surface silicon hydrides 
[36] and oxidation promoted by hydrogen desorption [34]. This hy-
pothesis is validated by the diminishing low temperature exothermic 
peak as the hydrogen content decreases in the samples. Potential 
structural defects in a-Si [37], which provide pathway for oxygen 
permeation, may also contribute to the facile oxidation of a-nSi 
particles. 

3.2. Energetic characteristics of nSi/KClO4 composites 

In order to investigate the combustion characteristics of nSi, nSi and 
KClO4 particles were homogeneously mixed to form composites. KClO4 
was selected as the oxidizer because perchlorate salts have been shown 
to be very effective oxidizers in porous Si based energetic composites. 
The combustion experiments of nSi/KClO4 composites were carried out 
in a constant-volume combustion cell (20 ml) [22], from which peak 
pressure, pressurization rate (dP/dt), burn time can be extracted. 

The pressure history of 10 W-nSi/KClO4, 20 W-nSi/KClO4, 50 W-nSi/ 
KClO4 and nAl/KClO4 composites are shown in Figure S8. nAl serves as a 
reference to gauge the performance of nSi. All samples show a rapid 
pressure rise and reach a peak pressure except for 50 W-nSi composite, 
whose pressure continues to climb slightly after the initial pressure rise. 
For comparison purposes, the initial pressure rise was used for calcu-
lating peak pressure and pressurization rate. The peak pressures and 
pressurization rates are shown in Fig. 4a. Both peak pressure and pres-
surization rate decrease with increasing crystallinity of nSi. 10 W-nSi/ 
KClO4 has the highest peak pressure (2.2 MPa) and pressurization rate 
(0.66 MPa⋅μs− 1), which increases by a factor of two and six compared to 

that of nAl/KClO4, respectively. The results demonstrate that a-nSi 
composites are superior to nAl composite in terms of pressure 
generation. 

The flame temperature of nSi/KClO4 composites (~3700–4000 K) 
measured in combustion cell is comparable to that of nAl/KClO4 com-
posite (~3900 K), as shown in Fig. 4b. c-nSi shows slightly higher flame 
temperature. The constant volume (CV) adiabatic flame temperature of 
Si/KClO4 with added hydrogen was also calculated using the CHEETAH 
thermochemical code. The results indicate that additional hydrogen 
does not have any substantial effects on the adiabatic flame 
temperature. 

It is apparent from the pressure cell results that a-nSi composites 
perform better than c-nSi composites with respect to pressure genera-
tion. One may naturally relate the improvement in gas output to higher 
hydrogen content in a-nSi. To validate this hypothesis, annealing ex-
periments were performed at 350 ℃ in vacuum to partially remove 
hydrogen from nSi particles. XRD patterns of annealed nSi (Figure S9a) 
confirm that 10 W and 20 W-nSi are still amorphous. According to the 
TDS results, at 350 ℃, H2 desorption from higher hydride species (SiH2/ 
SiH3) should occur. As shown in Figure S9b, the drop in hydrogen 
content of annealed nSi particles is consistent with the estimated 
amount of hydrogen from higher hydrides in the pristine nSi particles. 
The desorption of hydrogen may cause reconstruction of the nSi surface 
[38]. BET measurements (Figure S9c) indicate that the specific surface 
area of 10 W and 20 W-nSi slightly decreases after annealing, but no 
significant change was observed for 50 W-nSi. The characterizations of 
annealed nSi particles suggest that their respective amorphous and 
crystalline characteristics are largely retained apart from being partially 
dehydrogenated. 

Compared to pristine nSi, the annealed nSi leads to one order of 
magnitude decrease in the pressurization rate of nSi/KClO4 composites, 

Fig. 4. Combustion cell measurement results of nSi/KClO4 and nAl/KClO4 composites. (a) Peak pressure and pressurization rate. (b) Measured and calculated 
constant volume (CV) flame temperature. (c) Comparison of pressurization rate of nSi/KClO4 composites prepared with pristine and annealed nSi. Annealed nSi 
particles are partially dehydrogenated. (d) Optically determined burn time and pressure rise time of nSi/KClO4 composites prepared with pristine and annealed nSi. 
The burn time remains the same after annealing while the pressure rise time decreases by one order of magnitude. 
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as shown in Fig. 4c. The decreased pressurization rate of annealed nSi 
composites suggests that the enhanced energetic characteristics are due 
to hydrogen incorporated in nSi. Shown in Fig. 4d are the burn times and 
pressure rise times of nSi/KClO4 composites before and after annealing. 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the optical signal was taken 
as a measure of the burn time. All samples, including annealed ones, 
have similar burn times (~10-4 s) despite their distinctly different 
pressurization rates. The pressure rise time of annealed nSi composites 
(~10-5 s) is one order of magnitude longer than that of pristine ones 
(~10-6 s), although they are both significantly shorter than the optically 
determined burn time. The disparity between burn time and pressure 
rise time indicate that the occurrences of rapid gas generation and 
particle burning are not simultaneous. The pressure output of nSi com-
posites depends primarily on a rapid event that occurs at the start of the 
reaction rather than the relatively slow burning of nSi particles. The 
rapid pressure rise could be a result of the facile decomposition of the 
oxidizer, according to Sullivan et al. [39] However, that is unlikely the 
case here because the high pressurization rate is not seen in c-nSi or nAl 
composites with the same oxidizer. It is not a direct consequence of 
hydrogen release from nSi either, because even for 10 W-nSi with the 
highest hydrogen content, the upper limit of the pressure that the 
released H2 can generate is about 76 kPa, which does not even remotely 
account for the increase in the peak pressure (~1000 kPa) compared to 
that of 50 W-nSi composite. 

The surface chemistry of nSi particles resembles closely that of 
porous silicon, which has been shown to react explosively with various 
oxidizers. Kovalev et al. [40] reported an explosive reaction between 
hydrogenated porous silicon and oxygen at cryotemperatures. The ex-
plosion is believed to initiate with an exothermic reaction between sil-
icon dangling bonds and oxygen, and propagate via a hydrogen–oxygen 
and silicon-oxygen branched chain reaction. Churaman et al. [41] re-
ported the formation of O and OH radicals during the explosion of 
porous silicon impregnated with NaClO4•H2O, and proposed a chain 
reaction mechanism based on Quantum Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel 
(QRRK) theory. In the present study, given the large surface area with 
abundant hydride species, it is reasonable to expect that similar re-
actions can occur in the nSi/KClO4 system. We also should note that the 
reported time scale of the porous silicon explosive reaction [38] is of the 
same time scale as the pressure rise (10-6 s) in this study, which further 
supports our interpretation. 

3.3. Mechanistic investigation of nSi/KClO4 reaction by T-Jump TOFMS 

To establish a more comprehensive understanding on the reaction 
mechanism, Temperature-jump time-of-flight mass spectrometry (T- 
jump TOFMS) was used to investigate the reaction between nSi and 

KClO4. T-jump TOFMS simulates the high heating rate (~5x105 K/s) 
during nanoenergetic reactions and collects mass spectra of evolved 
species with a temporal resolution of 0.1 ms. Selected time-resolved 
mass spectra of nSi/KClO4 ignition are shown in Figure S10. Typically, 
the background of the spectra mainly consists of H2O (m/z = 18) O2 (m/ 
z = 16) and N2 (m/z = 14). As time evolves, H2 (m/z = 2), SiH (m/z =
29), SiH2 (m/z = 30) and SiH3 (m/z = 31) signals start to appear, most 
prominently in a-nSi composites, representing the onset of hydrogen and 
silicon hydrides desorption. O2 and K+ (m/z = 39) signals from KClO4 
decomposition can also be observed afterward. 

Hydrogen release is an important step for ignition because as a 
passivation layer, hydrogen can either enhance the reactivity by readily 
exposing silicon dangling bonds or hinder the reaction by acting as a 
barrier between oxygen and silicon. To further understand the role of 
hydrogen during reaction, temporal signals of H2 and O2 from different 
samples are plotted in Fig. 5a. These measurements were performed 
under similar conditions and thus can be analyzed in a semiquantitative 
manner. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, going from 10 W to 50 W samples, the 
peak intensity of H2 signals gradually decreases while the peak intensity 
of O2 signals increases. Noticeably, both a-nSi composites have H2 peaks 
that are more pronounced than O2 peaks, while c-nSi composite shows 
the opposite. Stronger H2 signals from a-nSi composites are expected as 
a-nSi contains more hydrogen. However, the explanation for decreased 
O2 peak intensity in a-nSi composites is less intuitive. In the nSi/KClO4 
reaction, O2 comes from the decomposition of KClO4. The mass per-
centage of KClO4 in each mixture is the same and a-nSi is not likely to 
inhibit O2 release from KClO4. An alternative explanation is that the 
released O2 is consumed before it can escape the reaction zone. As 
previously discussed, this could be a result of released oxygen reacting 
with Si dangling bonds created after hydrogen/hydrides desorption. 
This hypothesis is further supported by the higher hydrogen content and 
lower H2 release temperature of a-nSi composites (Fig. 5b), which pro-
vides more Si dangling bonds after desorption and increases the rate of 
reaction with oxygen, leading to diminished oxygen peaks. On the other 
hand, 50 W-nSi composite has an intense O2 peak with a prolonged tail. 
This implies that KClO4 produces a large amount of gaseous oxygen after 
ignition, followed by nSi particles burning slowly in oxygen. The dif-
ference in combustion behavior between amorphous and crystalline nSi 
composites is also reflected by the high-speed images of nSi/KClO4 
ignition (Figure S11). For 10 W and 20 W nSi composites, the reaction 
zone is visually larger than 50 W nSi composite with particles ejected 
from the wire, suggesting more violent reactions with significant gas 
generation. 

Fig. 5b shows the ignition and H2 release temperature of nSi com-
posites, along with oxygen release temperature of bare KClO4. The H2 
release temperature of a-nSi composites is about 90 K lower than that of 

Fig. 5. (a) Temporal signals of H2 and O2 from nSi/KClO4 T-jump mass spectrometry. (b) Ignition and H2 release temperature of nSi/KClO4. The horizontal dashed 
line represents O2 release temperature from KClO4 decomposition. 
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c-nSi composite, because a-nSi contains more SiH2/SiH3 species that has 
a lower desorption temperature. The ignition temperature of a-nSi 
composites is also lower than that of c-nSi composite. It is even lower 
than the oxygen release temperature of KClO4, implying that silicon 
dangling bonds might react with nascent oxygen from KClO4 decom-
position. By contrast, the ignition temperature of 50 W c-nSi composite 
is slightly higher than the decomposition temperature of KClO4, possibly 
because the ignition requires higher oxygen concentration for lack of Si 
dangling bonds. It is somewhat unanticipated that 20 W-nSi composite 
has the lowest ignition temperature among the three samples. We are 
unsure about the reason, but it is worth noting that 20 W-nSi also has the 
smallest size and largest surface area. 

As demonstrated by the T-jump mass spectroscopy results, H2 and O2 
are released during the reaction. In the mass spectrometer, because of 
the high vacuum environment and short residence time in the reaction 
zone, further reactions between H2 and O2 are unlikely to happen. 
However, in the previous constant-volume combustion cell experiments, 
the rapid pressure rise observed for a-nSi composites could be a result of 
the explosion of H2/O2 mixture, as H2 is known to have a broad range of 
explosion limit and requires very little energy to ignite. Taking 10 W-nSi 
for example, the gas composition in the combustion cell after H2 release 
can be considered as a H2/O2 mixture diluted with N2. Depending on the 
extent of KClO4 decomposition, the volume concentration of H2 varies 
from 4.4 to 5.6%, which is above the 4% lower explosive limit (LEL) of 
H2/O2 mixture. It is valid to use the LEL for H2/O2 mixture here because 
N2 dilution, up to 85%, has been shown to only increase LEL by 0.25% 
[42]. The minimum ignition energy (MIE) for the H2 mixture in the 
combustion cell can be reasonably assumed to be ~ 1 mJ, as reported for 
fuel lean H2 mixtures [43,44]. The MIE for H2 explosion is about 
0.0005% of the estimated heat release from Si/KClO4 reaction (~220 J) 
in the combustion cell. As a result, it is most likely that H2 explosion 
occurs and results in the high pressurization rate. 

Based on the above discussions, a reaction mechanism explaining the 
high reactivity of a-nSi/KClO4 composites is proposed and illustrated in 
Fig. 6. For hydrogenated a-Si, hydrogen from higher hydrides first starts 
to desorb upon heating, leaving behind Si dangling bonds. Immediately 
after, KClO4 starts to decompose and liberates oxygen. When oxygen 
comes into contact with Si dangling bonds, exothermic reaction occurs 
immediately and leads to ignition. The explosion of H2/O2 mixture most 
likely leads to the very high pressurization rate in the combustion cell. 
This process occurs on a time scale of 10-6 s as estimated from the 
pressure rise time. However, the optically determined burn time is ~ 10- 

4 s, implying that the nSi particles continue to burn after the initial H2/ 
O2 explosive reaction. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we have discussed the energetic characteristics of 
amorphous and crystalline nSi particles prepared by a non-thermal 
plasma. a-nSi with a high hydrogen content demonstrates enhanced 
pressure output in combustion cell measurements over c-nSi when 
formulated with KClO4. The pressurization rate of 10 W a-nSi/KClO4 
composite increases by a factor of six compared with nAl to 0.66 
MPa⋅μs− 1. The dual role of hydrogen in improving the energetic per-
formance is proposed: 1) the facile release of hydrogen from a-nSi before 

ignition, as confirmed by time-resolved T-jump mass spectrometry, 
leaves behind highly reactive Si dangling bonds which ignite instantly 
when contact with oxygen. 2) The desorbed H2 likely reacts with O2 
explosively, leading to the high pressurization rate. The enhanced en-
ergetic performance of hydrogenated a-nSi indicates that incorporation 
of hydrogen could be a promising strategy for improving the perfor-
mance of nanoenergetic composites. 
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